
In her book, Signs and Symbols, Dr. Wahlman discusses the cultural memory of African 
traditions and beliefs in the Americas and how these traditions reappear in the quilts of 
Black women in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, and Missouri. Her 
collection quilts shows the combined forms and symbols from multiple African cultures. 
The use of strips, bright colors, improvisation, asymmetry, multiple patterning, appliqué, 
language, and charms in African-American quilts creates rich and vibrant traditions. The 
textile art of Sun Smith-Foret is structurally inspired by this collection and visually 
reflects all of these traditions in addition to other techniques including the use of found 
objects, and double sidedness. 
 
In addition to being esthetically inspired by Dr. Wahlman’s collection, Sun’s works draw 
contextual meaning from popular culture. The cinema, the fictions and truths projected 
onto the silver screen and into our televisions are transformed into abstracted forms in her 
works. Her textiles create a dialogue between film watcher and traditional art viewer. 
Direct visual references create tactile connections between the conceptual world of film 
and story telling and it’s audience. Each of Sun’s works is based in visual and intellectual 
research. They are not just visual reinterpretations of films, but vignettes about the actors, 
directors, fictional and historical figures and often the making and aftermath of the films 
themselves.  
 
As a psychotherapist, Sun’s work looks beyond the surface and into the depths of what a 
film is really about. Her work, often double sided, reflects the multiple layers of 
personality and meaning within a film, an actor, or a director. Every stitch, placement of 
material, and choice is considered when Sun constructs her work. But her work is not 
rigid and she does not always know what a work will be, or how it will look when she 
begins it. There is fluidity, a movement that happens in the process of creation and 
afterwards. For Sun’s work does not often remain as we see it today. Some works are 
“finished” and others keep changing or become something else entirely. Much like the 
improvisation of African American quilts and Jazz music. 
 
Not all of Sun’s works follow a direct path and can be easily read. Although visually 
stunning, there is always depth to her work. The textiles invite the viewer, visually, and 
by nature of the material, to a psychological conversation that envelopes like a quilt on a 
bed. Even if you have not seen the movie or are not familiar with the actor or director, her 
works leave you with an understanding of the presence, the being, the spirit of the work 
or person that Sun has chosen to analyze.  
 
Films, in Sun’s own words, “ have offered me shared experience with friends, other 
artists, fellow therapists, patients, strangers in airports, my adult children, grandchildren, 
my 93-year-old mother.” Her works do much the same and offer there viewers an 
opportunity to see film in a dramatically different way while incorporating and being 
inspired by a cutler not inherently her own and reflecting the multi-cultural world we all 
exist in today. 


